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Animation, the Double and the Uncanny
Marco Bellano
A Newer Pygmalion. Animation and the Animated Statue
The presence of animated statues within the expressive realms of animation is an
especially remarkable one. It harks back to one of the most ancient and compelling
themes in the aesthetics of all arts, that is the relationship between life and its
reproduction; at the same time, it poses a paradox that invites to reflect on the nature of
animation itself.
An animated statue and its world share in fact the same Pygmalion: the “author” of the
animation. The entity onto which the audience projects the “authorship” of the work does
not just bring the statue to life, but also defines it as a statue, a lifeless lookalike of a
breathing creature. Without this second attribute, the statue would be merely one among
many animated characters; to establish its uncanny status, it first needs to be explicitly
presented as a simulacrum, devoid of life. Such a contradiction echoes some of the key
theses by Victor Stoichita on the “Pygmalion Effect”, which is indeed an «effect of
resurrection», but also an «effect of death» (Stoichita, 203-204).
The talk will discuss how the definition of animation can be enlightened and commented by
the animated statue, and its visual and narrative appeal. The discourse will resort to
comparative analysis on selected examples from diverse works such as Norman
McLaren’s A Little Phantasy on a 19th-century Painting (1946), Paul Grimault’s Le Roi et
l’Oiseau (1980), and the 1996 Disney production The Hunchback of Notre Dame.
Animated statues presented in an apparently reversed way –“de-animated”, from life to
death– will also be considered, such as the ones featured in Friz Freleng’s Ding Dong
Daddy (a 1942 “Merrie Melodie”) and the Disney blockbuster Frozen (2013).
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